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	6 Things to Consider when Asking for the Removal of the Conditions on Residency
Form I-751: Petition to Remove Conditions on Residence Lots of people dream about migrating to the United States. To eventually move to the US a person needs to go through a complicated visa process and wait for about a year to finally get the approval. And this is just a part of the story. If... Read more &#8594;
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	Come Closer to Getting a Green Card with Form G-325A
Form G-325A, Bibliographic Information All green card applicants and those who want to obtain a permanent residency in the United States need to know everything about Form G-325A. In most cases, the application is made on the basis of marriage, however, this can vary. The United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) requests Form G-325A,... Read more &#8594;
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	Secure Your Visitor’s Stay in the US with Form I-134
Form I-134, Affidavit of Support Generally, the Department of State to allow entering the US requires a citizen of a foreign country to obtain a visa, either an immigrant visa with the purpose of permanent stay or a nonimmigrant visa for temporary stay. The later is also known as visitor visa, they can be issued... Read more &#8594;
The post Secure Your Visitor’s Stay in the US with Form I-134 appeared first on pdfFiller Blog.
	CBP Form 258: How Your Finances Relate to US Security
CBP Form 258 Financial Disclosure Report Some positions within government agencies are qualified as national security positions because they involve the protection of the country from espionage or foreign aggression, or require regular access to or use of classified information. As a rule, individuals applying for these positions are subject to personal investigation. One question... Read more &#8594;
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